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PITCHING KIT
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RE ACH TH E RI G HT
SOFTWARE I N FL U E NC E R S
Forging relationships with software influencers is crucial to getting your story in front of the
right audience. The influencers featured here represent many of the software publications
and blogs where your business could potentially be featured. We’ll share insights on how each
individual influencer prefers to receive pitches, as well as demographics on where you can find
these software influencers on social to start building relationships.
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MEDIA OUTLET

insideHPC and Inside Big Data

CAREER

2011–Present: Inside Big Data, President
2010–Present: insideHPC, President and Reporter
2008–2011: Supercomputing Conference Series, Social Media Manager
2000–2010: Sun Microsystems, HPC Community Gangster
1991–1997: Cray Research/Silicon Graphics, Marketing Communications Manager
1986–1991: Cray Research, Technical Writer

EDUCATION

1987: University of Wisconsin-Stout, B.S. Industrial Technology

RICH
BRUECKNER

PRE S ID ENT AND WRITER
rich@insidehpc.com
insidehpc.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@flexrex
@richbrueckner
@RichReport

TO PI C S COVERED

Software, Computers,
Data Storage, Virtualization,
Computer Hardware

PROFILE

Brueckner is the president of Inside Big Data and insideHPC and often writes for
insideHPC. He can be contacted via email and prefers to receive press releases
covering topics that are within the editorial scope of his websites.
A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
“Don’t send me a three-month-old press release and call it ‘News.’” He also does
not want to receive a ”ghost-written guest article that has already appeared in
a half-dozen places.”
PE T PE E VE S
Pushy press people, receiving pitches by phone, receiving the same pitch
multiple times in one day and PR follow-ups indicating “I’m just checking
in on my email from last week.”
While Brueckner prefers to be pitched via email, he also uses social media
to gather leads and story ideas and indicates that he can also be pitched
via these channels.

CONTACT HIM VIA E-MAIL & SOCIAL MEDIA

@
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MEDIA OUTLET
TechRepublic

CAREER

2017–Present: TechRepublic, Multiplatform Reporter
2017: Austin American-Statesman, Data Intern

EDUCATION

2017: University of Louisville, B.A., Investigative Journalism

PROFILE

Krauth is a multiplatform reporter at TechRepublic covering Internet security,
big data, software, CXO, and innovation.

OLIVIA
KR AUTH

M U LTIPL ATF O RM
REP O RTER
olivia.krauth@cbsinteractive.com

A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
Send pitches with some tie to business professionals. She says, “I write for a B2B
publication, so the clearer impact something has on my audience, the more likely
I am to consider it.”
She prefers to be pitched via email and doesn’t mind a follow up within 24hrs,
if she hasn’t responded. She explains, “After 24 hours is fine, but sometimes
I just haven’t seen the email.”

techrepublic.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@oliviakrauth
@olivia.krauth
@olivia-krauth

TO PI C S COVERED

Security, Big Data, Software,
CXO, and Innovation.

CONTAC T HER V IA E- M AIL

@
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MEDIA OUTLET

Practical Advice on SaaS Marketing

CAREER

2009–Present: SaaS Marketing Strategy Advisors, Managing Partner
2006–2008: Authoria, Vice President, Product Marketing
2004–2006: Red Bend Software, Vice President, Corporate Marketing
2002–2004: Sonexis, Director of Marketing
1999–2000: Concerto Software, Director, Marketing

EDUCATION

1980: Georgetown University, M.S. Foreign Service
1978: Vassar College, A.B., Economics, Political Science and History

PETER
COHEN
B LO GGER

peter.cohen@saasmarketingstrategy.com
Sassmarketingstrategy.blogspot.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@saasmarketing
@petercohen1

TO PI C S COVERED

PROFILE

Cohen is a blogger and covers SaaS (Software as a Service) Marketing. His blog
offers tips and advice on how to best market SaaS products.
A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
“Please read the influencer’s blog BEFORE you send them a pitch. If you can’t be
bothered to learn about my blog, I can’t be bothered to learn about your product."
PE T PE E VE S
"1. Email pitches that do not include an easy way to unsubscribe. 2. A follow-up
email or phone call asking if I received an earlier email. It’s safe to assume that
most emails get delivered."
Cohen prefers to be contacted via email, and NEVER by phone or social media.

Saas, Marketing

CONTAC T HIM V IA E- M A IL

@
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MEDIA OUTLET
The Slanted

CAREER

2013–Present: The Slanted, Lead Editor
2011–Present: Grimm Media Publications, Co-Founder

EDUCATION
Boston University

PROFILE

SAR AH
FOX
LE AD ED ITO R

sfox@theslanted.com
theslanted.com

Fox is lead editor at The Slanted and covers technology, computer and video
games, software, consumer electronics, apps, pop culture, movies & television
and celebrities.
As far as how to pitch her, Fox says, "While e-mail is still my go-to method for
receiving pitches and press-materials, I am certainly open to pitches from
Twitter and Facebook. Just keep the pitch short and only use direct social-media
contacts if the information is timely. If the topic can wait a day or two, then use
e-mail. The minute Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter allowed posts and info to
be embedded into websites, they have become a popular way to create quick
articles. It's a great way to get clients exposed, but I would suggest that you send
the actual embed code (and a link to the post or page) if you want it included."

SO CIAL MED IA

@sarahfoxes
@sarah.e.foxes
@sarahelizabethfox

TO PI C S COVERED

Technology, Internet Applications,
Computer & Video Gaming,
Software, Gadgets & Gear,
Pop Culture, Celebrities,
Movies & Video

@
CONTAC T HER V IA E- M AIL

@
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A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S

"Really consider the medium you're pitching to each time. If you are
looking for a new article for your client, [then] have quotes, pictures and
links. For video, always use YouTube. Google's social-video platform is
easy to embed, and everyone already uses it from a reader standpoint."
"At this point you should never send a pitch to a magazine, blog, or editor
without a picture that can be used in either landscape format or portrait.
If it can't, send 2 pictures. No one writes up articles without pictures
anymore, don't make us find them and worry about copyright info."
Fox prefers to receive pitches primarily by email.

SAR AH FOX

@
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MEDIA OUTLET
InfoWorld

CAREER

2017–Present: OpenRemote, Advisor
2016–Present: Lucidworks, Manager of Technical Enablement
2012: InfoWorld, Columnist
2008–2016: Mammoth Data, Inc., President

PROFILE

ANDREW
OLIVER
CO LU MNIS T

acoliver@gmail.com
infoworld.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@acoliver
@andrewcoliver

TO PI C S COVERED

Oliver is a columnist at InfoWorld and covers software development, big data
and open source. He's especially interested in news related to artificial intelligence/
machine learning/deep learning and AGI startups which would be of interest
to developers.
A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
"Actually be aware of WHAT I cover and WHAT the publication covers. Your press release
needs to explain why developers would care and why it is trendy enough for coverage
(i.e. your windows diff tool will not get coverage in a mainstream publication)."
PE T PE E VE S
Receiving pitches that are outside of his coverage, being asked to pay out of pocket
to travel for an interview, as well as press releases that claim to have a "great"
product without providing details about how it works.
Oliver says that he does use social media to seek story leads and that he can be pitched
via this method as long as the pitches stay relevant and he doesn't get spammed.
Oliver prefers to be contacted via email.

Software Development,
Open Source, Big Data,
Artificial Intelligence

CONTAC T HIM V IA E- M A IL

@
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MEDIA OUTLET

Cadalyst, Cadalyst Tips & Tools

CAREER

2014–Present: Longitude Media, Content Director
2008–2014: Longitude Media, Editor in Chief

EDUCATION

1987: University of Wisconsin-Stout, B.S. Industrial Technology

PROFILE

NANCY
SPURLING
JOHNSON

CO NTENT D IREC TO R
nancy@longitudemedia.com
cadalyst.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@nancysjohnson

TO PI C S COVERED
Software

Spurling Johnson is the content director at Longitude Media and is interested
in advice on when to upgrade, archiving information and profiles of successful
CAD managers. She is interested in receiving press releases, new product
announcements and other material.
She says, "I prefer to receive press materials by email if the materials pertain to
a single project, such as a press release with images or a submitted article with
images. An online press room/server is preferable when there's a lot to share, files
are extra large, or materials will be updated over time, such as over the course of a
trade show. Online press rooms are also great when they provide quick access to
archives of press releases, logos, image galleries, and other resources that editors
need at random times."
PE T PE E VE S
Receiving images without provided captions and descriptions. She also does
not use social media to gather leads or be pitched. Contact her by email between
7:30am to 4pm.
Nancy prefers to be contacted via email

CONTAC T HER V IA E- M A IL

@
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A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S

Be familiar with the publication and its readers, prior to sending pitches. She explains,
"If you do this and communicate it well, I guarantee I'll not only read your pitch, I will
give it serious consideration and will take the time to follow up with you even if the idea
won't work. On the contrary, if you send me a pitch that is related to "tech" or "software"
but not at all relevant to our niche, don't expect me to read it, let alone reply."
She adds, "Don't bother sending a pitch that is copied to countless others. Not only
is it unlikely that the idea will be relevant to my publication, but it's unlikely that I'd
pursue it regardless because we generally don't pursue ideas that are not exclusive
to us. Seeing multiple recipients tells me, before I've even started reading the
message, that this pitch isn't for me."

NANCY JOHNSON

@
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MEDIA OUTLET
Inside Big Data

CAREER

2015–Present: University of California, Irvine, Data Science Corporate Training
2014–Present: Focus Motion, Data Science Advisor
2013–Present: Inside Big Data, Managing Editor
2012–Present: All Analytics, Big Data Blogger
1995–Present: AMULET Analytics, Data Scientist
2014–2015: Coursera, Community TA
2014: Opera Solutions, Data Science Blogger
2013–2014: Coursera, Community TA

DANIEL
GUTIERREZ
MANAGIN G ED ITO R

daniel@insidebigdata.com
insidebigdata.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@AMULETAnalytics
@ddgutierrez

TO PI C S COVERED

Cloud Computing, Data
Management, Data Storage,
Software

EDUCATION

University of California, Los Angeles, B.S. Computer Science

PROFILE

Gutierrez is the managing editor for Inside Big Data covering cloud computing,
data management, data storage, and software.
A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
He strongly advises to make sure they understand the topics that he covers. He says,
"75 percent of the news I receive is totally unrelated to our main areas of focus."
PE T PE E VE S
One of his biggest pet-peeves when working with PR pros is when companies move
their embargo dates. He explains, "When I have a news story scheduled and the
embargo date is moved, I simply delete the story. Also, I'm only interested in final
releases. Sometimes I'll get a series of work-in-progress releases, and then a final
release hours before the embargo lifts. I never cover this kind of news."
Gutierrez also often uses Twitter to learn news and get story ideas.
Contact him via email.

CONTAC T HIM V IA E- M A IL

@
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MEDIA OUTLET

One Million by One Million

CAREER

2010–Present: One Million by One Million, Founder & CEO/Blogger
1999–2000: Uuma, Inc., Founder, President & CEO
1997–1999: Intarka, Founder, President & CEO
1995–1996: DAIS Infotech, Founder, President & CEO

EDUCATION

1995: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Master's, EECS
1993: Smith College, Bachelor's, Computer Science & Economics"

SR AMANA
MITR A

F O U ND ER AND B LO GGER
sramana@1mby1m.com
sramanamitra.com

SO CIAL MED IA

@sramana
@sramana
@sramana.mitra

TO PI C S COVERED

PROFILE

Mitra is the founder of One Million by One Million and writes and edits the
One Million by One Million blog, covering entrepreneurism and start-ups and
featuring interviews with business leaders primarily within the technology
and software industry. She is interested in covering strategies and issues that
experienced entrepreneurs use in order to become successful.
A DVI CE TO PR PRO F E S S I O N A L S
"Please study the 1Mby1M blog and understand what I write about before pitching
me. I don’t cover funding news. I only write about companies that have at least
$5M in revenue. That’s revenue, not financing."
Mitra covers all types of software companies and leaders, provided the
company meets the criteria mentioned above. She does not use social media
to gather story leads, nor does she accept pitches via these channels. Contact
her via e-mail.

Entrepreneurism, Start-ups,
Technology Industry, Software,
CEOs & Business Leaders

CONTAC T HER V IA E- M AIL

@
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CISION PITCHING KIT METHODOLOGY
The traditional and non-traditional media professionals featured in the Cision Pitching Kits have profiles in the U.S. Cision Media Database, and are vetted by
the company’s media research team to verify their positions as media professionals, influencers and bloggers. These individuals must meet certain additional
criteria to be featured: they must cover the specific topic being highlighted in the kit, have given direct consent to be listed in the Media Database and must have
been verified by the research team recently. The professionals must also be willing to be included in marketing materials and provide in-depth advice for PR pros.



Are you a member of the media who wants to be featured in the next pitching kit?
Contact our Media Research team

Uncover more top journalists and trendsetters in your
industry with the Cision Communications Cloud®.

REQUEST A DEMO

Request a demo now and learn how to build better
relationships with influencers who matter.
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